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論文内容要約 
With the development of fabrication technology, by machining micro/nano-textures on the metal surface to 
achieve the desired functions, such as low friction, low reflection, hydrophobicity, and anti-microbial effect, 
has been more and more investigated over the past decades. As one of the major performances for machines 
and parts, tribology performance has been studied in a tremendous amount of the investigations with an 
aim to indicate the underlying influence of micro/nano-textures on the improvement of tribological 
performance. Surface texturing is a method of surface modification which can provide an improvement of 
tribological performance including friction and wear resistance. Moreover, surface texturing can be 
performed either as an additive or subtractive processing, with the latter being more popular due to 
advantages in lubrication and the ease of manufacturing. Until now, there have been many subtractive 
micro/nano texturing techniques developed in different industrial fields, such as laser machining, etching 
process and ultra-precision diamond cutting, however, with its flexibility, high accuracy and repeatability, 
the ultra-precision diamond cutting technique recently has attracted much more attention. Based on the 
research background mentioned above, the ultra-precision diamond cutting has been more and more 
employed to fabricate the micro/nano textures with desired frictional performance.  
On the other hand, numerical modeling discussions including the Reynolds and the Navier-Stokes 
equations employed to determine the tribological features under full film lubrication (FL) have been carried 
out and compared to the results of experiments. However, under mixed lubrication (ML), the tribological 
features of the textured and rough surfaces have not been widely investigated by using numerical modeling. 
Most of the previous research investigated the frictions of the lubricated friction pairs under the assumption 
that the interface is negligibly smooth. There have been only a little theoretical research with considering 
the influence of the surface roughness on friction behavior. In the research, various algorithms were used to 
assume the profiles of rough surfaces with a Gaussian distribution but not real profiles of the rough surfaces. 
However, as we all know that most of the surface profiles of the workpieces do not obey the Gaussian 
distribution in micro-scale due to the pretreatment, especially the surface which will be fabricated by 
ultra-precision machining. It is very difficult to obtain the true contact area and contact pressure on the 
interface by using the assumption of the rough surface. Hence the predicted frictional performance of the 
contact pairs is not so accurate. Namely, the ML model should compose a numerical model of the rough 
surface which is able to output the accurate contact area and contact pressure to combine with the fluid 
pressure. Under boundary lubrication (BL), although, the potential micro-textured surfaces for decreasing 
the friction of friction pairs, the sawtooth surface and the micro-grooved crosshatch textured surface, were 
investigated, the relationship among the friction and textures has not been summarized clearly. Moreover, 
some potential textures for friction reduction of friction pairs also have not investigated. 
It should be noted that in both of the previous experimental and theoretical discussions, the statistical 
models such as Taguchi method, has not been widely employed. The experimental arrangements usually 
have not statistical significance, so that the obtained results are difficult to be used to predict the optimal 
geometrical features for improving the friction performance of the textured friction pairs. 
Summarizing these previous research, three themes are urgently needed: The first theme is what 
fabrication method is with flexibility and high accuracy for machining the micro/nano-textures on the metal 
surface for improving the frictional performance. The second theme is how to describe the frictions of the 
textured and rough surfaces by using the numerical models, specifically, the numerical model for 
investigating the details of the friction bahaviors of surfaces under ML is desired. The third theme is how to 
determine the optimal textures and its geometrical features for friction reduction of the friction pairs under 
FL and BL. 
To solve three themes mentioned above, the friction behaviors of various textured surfaces and rough 
surface have been investigated by using both of the experimental and numerical methods in this thesis. The 
ultra-precision diamond cutting has been employed to fabricate various micro/nano-textures (dimple, 
sawtooth and grooved crosshatch) on aluminum alloy 7075 (A7075), which is a lightweight and high 
strength material widely used for highly stressed structural parts including aircraft fittings, gears and 
shafts. Under FL, the orthogonal experimental design (OED) and central composite design (CCD) are 
carried out to arrange the numerical experiments. According to the designed arrangements, the 
computational fluid dynamic (CFD) is employed to solve the Navier-Stokes equations for studying the 
friction features of the textured surfaces. Then the range analysis (RA) and response surface methodology 
(RSM) are performed to summarize the optimal textured surface and relationship between the textures and 
frictions. Under BL, the frictional performances of fabricated textures are evaluated by using the flat-on-flat 
tribometer in the form of flat-on-flat contact. Additionally, the optimal textured surface is obtained. Under 
ML, the numerical model which can be used to study the friction performances of various textured surfaces 
and rough surface have been performed. The distributions of frictional stress and lubricant pressure can be 
obtained by using ML model. 
In order to give a detailed representation, this thesis is given by following five chapters. 
In Chapter 1, an introduction to the research status of friction behaviors under lubricated condition are 
carried out. The introduction generally contained three aspects. Firstly, the importance of improving 
frictional properties for industry, economy and environment, namely the relationship between the tribology 
and people, are introduced. Secondly, the previous experimental studies and the theoretical studies for 
improving the frictional performance under FL, ML and BL are summarized. Some essential and unfinished 
problems of previous research are also pointed out. Otherwise, the unfinished difficulties in the previous 
research, especially the numerical model for describing the frictional behaviors of various textured surfaces 
and rough surface under ML, are represented. Thirdly, based on the significance and requirements of the 
unfinished research, the objectives and structure of the thesis are described.  
Chapter 2 detailedly describes three theoretical models used in the Chapters 3 and 4. Two kinds of the 
numerical models for analyzing the friction behaviors of textured surfaces under ML and FL are introduced. 
Then a composited statistical model for predicting the optimal textures is presented. The statistical model 
can be used in the investigations of the friction behaviors under FL. The ML model that couples the fluid 
mechanics, contact mechanics and deformation analyses can calculate the solid-solid contact area, 
deformation, pressure distribution and friction. Therefore, ML model is able to analyze the friction behaviors 
of sliding friction pairs with various textured surfaces and rough surfaces under ML. FL model employs the 
Navier-stokes equation and the finite volume method (FVM) to investigate the fluid pressure, shear stress, 
velocity and its gradients in the lubricant film with micrometer- or submicrometer-thickness.  
On the other hand, the statistical model composited of OED, RA, CCD and RSM were performed. This 
statistical model can help to reduce a lengthy research process and provide a powerful and cost-effective 
arrangement. Based on the results of the calculations and experiments, this model presents the relationship 
among the geometrical feature, the friction of the friction pairs and operating conditions. By using this model, 
not only the optimal shape of the textures can be obtained, but also the function of each geometrical feature 
for objective parameters, friction can be proposed. 
In Chapter 3, the friction features of the textured surfaces, namely dimpled surfaces and sawtooth 
surfaces, are investigated by using the FL model and statistical model. In each investigation of the dimpled 
and sawtooth surface, the designed numerical experiments are arranged by using OED and CCD. The 
results are then used as the initial parameters of the RA and the RSM to predict the optimal topology of the 
textured surface for decreasing the friction. 
The friction behaviors of sliding friction pairs possessing micrometer-scaled sawtooth riblets, with a 
micrometer- or submicrometer-thick film are investigated to seek out the optimum shape of a sawtooth 
riblet for friction reduction. The OED is used to design the plan of simulations. Because the orthogonality 
exists among the ridge angle, the height of riblet, and the distance between the surfaces, these three 
parameters are defined as the orthogonal variables to control the geometry of the calculation field, namely, 
the geometry of the lubrication film. Additionally, it is essential to define a recommendatory sliding speed for 
the friction pairs in industrial applications such as lubricated bearings and shafts, so the sliding speed of 
friction pairs are also defined as an orthogonal variable. Moreover, the optimal composition of the shape of 
sawtooth, the thickness of lubrication film and the sliding velocity are discovered. 
Similarly to the method for the sawtooth surface, the friction performance of the dimpled surfaces are 
discussed by using FL model and the statistical model. The thickness of lubrication film, sliding velocity and 
geometrical features of the micro-dimple, radius, depth and area ratio, are defined as the orthogonal 
variables to investigate the friction of the micro-dimpled surfaces. The optimal composition of the geometries 
of micro-dimpled surfaces, the thickness of lubrication film and the sliding velocity are presented. 
The frictional performances of the rough and textured surfaces under ML are widely studied by using 
experimental analysis. However, the details of the frictional behaviors, such as the distribution of the 
frictional stress and contact deformation, are difficult to be obtained. In order to overcome the limitations, in 
Chapter 4, a new visual ML model including the fluid dynamic analysis and the contact mechanism analysis 
are developed. The ML model considering the surface roughness are employed to investigate the frictional 
behaviors of the rough, dimpled and sawtooth surfaces under ML. Otherwise, the details of the frictional 
behaviors including the contact ratio, the deformation, the distributions of the frictional stress and the 
normal pressure are also shown explicitly. Based on the theoretical analysis by using ML model, the 
relationships between the geometrical features and friction of textured surfaces are summarized. 
The goal of Chapter 5 is to analyze the influences of the geometrical features of the sawtooth riblets, 
micro-grooved crosshatch textures and dimples on the frictions under BL. The friction reductions of textured 
surfaces in comparison with the mirror-finished surface are experimentally investigated. Sawtooth riblets 
are formed by ultra-precision diamond cutting, with a ridge angle of about 60° - 90° and heights of about 20 - 
50 μm on the surface of A7075. Six kinds of textured surfaces with different ridge angles, heights and sliding 
directions are tested and compared with the mirror-finished surface. The tribological tests are conducted by 
a flat-on-flat tribometer under BL. The effects of the ridge angle, height and relative sliding direction on 
friction are reported. 
Moreover, the micro-grooved crosshatch textures are fabricated by using ultra-precision diamond cutting, 
with the depth of 5μm, the cross angle of about 10° - 80° and the area ratios of about 20% and 40%. The 
Stribeck tests are carried out to investigate the friction behaviors of the textured surfaces with different 
cross angles, depths and sliding velocities. In order to indicate the friction reduction of the textures, the 
frictions of mirror-finished surfaces are also tested. The effects of the cross angle, depth and relative sliding 
direction on friction are clarified under BL. 
In Chapter 6, the conclusions and future research prospects of this thesis are described. 
